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I am Tresla Friedrick
I am a curious life learner, always thirsty for knowledge
I am a positive leader who sees clear direction
I am a big picture thinker
I am willing to take the calculated risk to accomplish goals
I find direction from a mission statement
I am intuitive, outgoing, and driven
I enjoy brainstorming and participating
I am someons who brings dynamic culture into an office setting
I am a negotiator and active listener
I am creative and reliable
I am a problem solver
I am great at making solid business relationships
I love numbers and business development
I am a producer
I am focused

FOR MY PART,I LEARN FOR THE SAKE OF KNOWLEDGE.
I LEARN NOT TO CONQUER, BUT TO SERVE & LEAD WITH PASSION

L I S T E N I N G

L E A D E R S H I P

I want to work for you.
by: Tresla Friedrick

My entire career has been building connections for

employer who practices open communication. I want

tomorrow’s needs. I spend time in

creativity and

to know if I am working through an important

envisioning what I want something to become and I

decision or struggling with an idea, I can go to my

make that vision a reality. It takes time to develop

employer and be given respectful honest feedback. I

talent and a voice, and the more I experience it, the

want to build the kind relationship where the

more I’ve achieved results. I possess vast experience in

decisions I make will be supported.

developing strategic plans that prepares for all phases

chance to learn from my employer and support them

of a project. I’m an organized, ambitious self-starter. I

too.

believe

in

investing

in

the

right

people

I want the

and

empowering those who work for me or with me.

I gained experience from trying many things. I believe
the best way to understand how business operates, is

I’ve built a reputation for providing quality work and

to be able to seamlessly integrate into any role in

meeting objectives. I am creative, analytical, direct,

order to keep things going. I have taken on various

and motivate those around me to succeed. I create a

positions

path and a vision so when a business idea is formed,

education throughout my career to achieve that

the quality can be seen. I believe what we do creates

knowledge. I have come to believe it is often

an impact on others. I lead with clarity of thought, it

important to know what I don’t like, as much if not

helps me make decisions, trust my instincts and invest

more than what I do like.

and

invested

in

seemingly

“random”

in the others who also believe in what they do. I
believe in following up, and have an eye for unique

I didn’t tell myself “no” when it came to my future,

opportunities.

and I didn’t lock myself into one path. By doing so I
am able to continue to participate in the growth of a

In the way I want to lead, I also desire the same

company

while

continuing

characteristics in my employer. I want to work for an

connections to opportunity.

to

learn

and

build

TRESLA FRIEDRICK
WORK HISTORY

EXPERTISE
2010-present

HeartArt Production & Design,
Producer, Editor, Content Creator

I aid clients with business strategy, project management, content
creation, film production, marketing, graphic design, and in house B2B,
B2C vendor relationships. Using strategy and experience, over the last
ten years I have helped my clients make over $5 million dollars in
revenue, helped over 1200 families keep their homes, worked with
completing construction for low income housing, and helped create a non
profit "edutainment" literacy program for use in public education.

S.O. Chamber of Commerce

Production
Organization
Project Management
Social Media

CLIENTS OF HEART ART DESIGN

UCLA, CAPS, Concern Trolling Video

2018-2019

Producer,Director Editor

Senior Project Manager

Vaney Poyey Photography

Created large scale B2B networking events for businesses in Los Angeles,
planning one of the largest events in the valley with over 100,000 in
attendance. I produced over 21 successful networking events including
business affairs. I worked with businesses who wanted to support their
local community by giving schools a platform to state their needs to
potential contributors.

City of San Gabriel

Video Editor, Animation

Lasso Literacy
Business Development, 501c3 Senior Project Manager

Weissman Construction Services
Operations Manager,Graphic Design

2013-2014

W.O.R.K.S.

Associate Producer
Aided in the centennial celebration for the City of San Gabriel. I managed
and budgeted a cast/crew/and production of over 400 people. I wrote
contracts, managed scheduling, worked with media outlets for 3
languages. I worked side by side with the director, marketing team,
International Flaminco Dancers, International Chinese Dancers, and the
Native Gabrielino Tongva Nation Tribe to aid in easing the celebration
of the culture of San Gabriel Valley.

Video| Photo | Editing
Creative Direction
Negotiation/Strategizing
Content Producer

Operations Administration, Homeless Housing Initiative

Content Creator, Producer, Design
Chamber of Commerce, Alexa Phelece, Dean Schofield, Yes& Body
Politics, Belcho, Yoga Blend, Big Grandmas Kitchen, Nichole Ray

Bill Scott
Producer, Music Video

Sherman Oaks Street Fair
Serendipity Trading Company
Marketing & Advertising

2003-2009

Aided in creating this retail business from conception. Worked with
establishing retail business procedures. Created floorplan design, along
with POS system and vendor handling for wholesale clients. Created
commercials and worked closely with media outlets. Represented the
business through tv and radio appearances.

Website Creator

Westfield Fashion Square Wellness Expo
Event Producer

ArchAngel Film Festival
Senior Event Producer

Dragonfly Productions
Line Producer, Project Manager, Production Coordinator

SKILLS/EXPERIENCE

Shake it Up Disney, Shake It Up Dance Class
Project Manager

Production
Photography, Videography, Adobe Premier Pro, After Effects

Jillian Michaels

Project Management

Extreme Shed & Shred, Killer Buns & Thighs, Line Producer

Gaia, The Firm

Monday.com, SmartSheet, Clickup

Marketing

Production Coordinator

Creative Direction, E-commerce, Branding, Content Creation,
Website Creation, Copywriting, Blogging, Podcast

Pussycat Dolls,Fitness Video
Production Project Manager

Customer & Vendor Management

Dance off the Inches

Award winning Customer Service, Vendor Management,
Organization, B2B Project Management

Production Project Manager

Body by Jake, The Solution

Graphic Design

Production Coordinator

Adobe Photoshop, Lightroom, Illustrator*, InDesign*

Social Media

A Motion Media Expo

YouTube, Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter, Facebook,
Pinterest, TikTok, Tumblr

Event Producer

Microsoft
Word, Excel, Powerpoint

Cloud
Google Drive, Dropbox, icloud, One Drive

EDUCATION
BA Mass Media & Business
AAS Business & Marketing

www.heartart.rocks

818-253-1391 | tmfriedrick@gmail.com
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SIX THINGS
PEOPLE ARE SAYING
ABOUT YOUR FUTURE
EMPLOYEE
Kenzie Alexander, CMO
When met with different ideas Tresla is
rare to turn them away, but adapts and
listens carefully as she begins to formulate
a decisive plan of action. She has a special
ability of knowing which part of the team
would be happiest in critical roles and this
contributes to creating a fun and
accomplished office culture. She is creative, resourceful, and
extremely organized. She understands what it takes to drive
business forward and knows how to follow through until the end
of project. Tresla is always learning, researching, and adding
knowledge to her current skillset, her mission driven style
combined with her tact and diplomacy clearly shows she is an
enthusiastic experienced leader with a can do attitude who is
able to communicate at any level of a business. (how do I write
CEO or Director here???) She is strategic in anticipating
problems before they cause delays all while making it look
effortless.

Andrew Weissman, CEO

Jacquie Yount
Tresla Friedrick worked with us on a short
term project for WORKS where I am the
Director of Asset Management. During her
time with us, she was dependable, learned
quickly, and was mission driven.Tresla’s
organization, focus, and communication
abilities were an asset to completing the
project on time. She was always willing to take action, adapt, and
took the time to fully understand the task and asked questions
along the way. Her desire to understand the big picture while
completing the task exceeded expectations and speaks to her
professionalism and understanding business operations. I highly
recommend working with Tresla on any project that needs both
foresight, action, and organization.

Continue reading at next page >

PEOPLE ARE
TALKING
If you need a proven professional with an organized focused work ethic, Tresla is a
creative and intuitive leader. She anticipates a need or the desired result before many
know what is going on. She is great listener and fast learner who understands the
vision behind the project and drives the mission forward adapting to changes as they
arise.
Tresla is a people person and is especially skilled at dealing with difficult clients often
building a great team. She openly contributes ideas and she is a fireball of energy. She
also values the input of others and channels those forces toward a common goal. She
is a self-motivated go-getter, who is tenacious and tech savvy. Her comprehension of
facts, figures, and budgets allow her to get the job done on time and budget. She
provides good judgment, direction, and council. Her writing, organization, and creative
skills are impressive, and she can write a detailed breakdown of an organization worthy
of ISO9001.
I can professionally testify that all have benefited from Tresla’s focus, organization,
efficiency, contribution, attention to detail, and personal drive as well as her goodnatured personality. She sets high standards for herself without imposing undue
pressure on those around her. That said, she will motivate those around her to do
more as she makes her strong work ethic seem fun and she is just a pleasure to be
around. - Myron Chandler, CEO
Within days of her joining the team the pieces fell together where they needed to and
production started off without a hitch. In my years of knowing her I have seen several
situations like this. Tresla wields the organizational skills to bring success to any
situation she is involved in and the interpersonal communication skills to motivate
those around her. Rarely have I ever met someone with a skill set that is completely
professional and is dynamic enough to inspire success to those around her. - Neal
Leffler, NYFA
Tresla is down to earth, hard working individual who will stop at nothing to accomplish
any tasks..no mountain is too small for her..she can pay attention to the minutest of
details and yet can be the CEO of a major corporation. - Patrick Ortiz, Senior Vice
President, NAI Capital
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I am delighted to write this letter of
recommendation for Tresla Friedrick. It is
hard to believe I have known Tresla for five
years and worked with her professionally
for three. From the onset, she has been a
great asset to my company.She is a quick
learner, creative, and has the ability to take
on any challenge thrown her way. Her ability to stay organized –
and help organize me - has been a tremendous asset to my
business. Tresla used her creativity and resourcefulness to
improve our branding, marketing, billing and management. She
quickly and efficiently developed and streamlined processes that
made me more productive and my business more profitable.
She is also a great listener, communicator and is the “go-to”
person when I needed to solve a problem or develop a strategy.
Time is money and Tresla is efficient. And she negotiates on my
company’s behalf as if it were her own. Simply put, I trust her
judgement, abilities, and I would enthusiastically recommend
Tresla to any business looking for strong leadership.

LEADERSHIP REVIEW
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CAREER

LEADERSHIP AND COURAGE

"I AM A THOUGHTFUL
LEADER. I AM
ALWAYS FORWARD
THINKING WITH MY
FEET PLANTED IN
THE PRESENT."

23 CHARACTERISTICS
PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE
AS A QUALITY
LEADER

TRESLA'S PERSONAL
LEADERSHIP STYLE
INTEGRITY & HONESTY
FOCUS, & SERVITUDE
CLARITY OF VISION & ACCOMPLISHMENT
DECISIVE & COMMITTED
FINDING ANSWERS & STRATEGIC PLANNING
EMOTIONALLY INTELLIGENT
COURAGE & CHARACTER
PASSIONATE ABOUT VISION
BIG PICTURE THINKER
ADAPTABLE & RELIABLE
SEE CLEAR DIRECTION & OPPORTUNITY
ORGANIZED & POSITIVE
NEGOTIATION & PROJECT MANAGEMENT
WORDS T. FRIEDRICK, PHOTOGRAPHY A. PHELECE, STYLING A. STRETTEN
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I find combining elements of my business
knowledge and artistry creates
provocative out of the box innovation that
companies use to get ahead.
Learning and exploring allows for such a
creative environment, one where colleagues
feel their contribution matters.
Do not let fear hold you back from learning.

THE INDEPENDENT SECTION

GNINRAEL ETOMORP

I believe learning is the key to knowledge,
confidence, and humility. I love to explore and
learn. I want to surround myself with new
things, new ideas, and working toward a goal
to always be better than the day before.

"I love to learn.
There are always
new ways to look
at the world,
expanding
knowledge that
allows for art,
excitement, and
business to
coexist."
ME
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POSITIVE WAYS TO EXPERIENCE FAILURE
ASK QUESTIONS
I find the only way to find answers
is to ask questions and be unapologetic for my curiosity.

TRY SOMETHING NEW
Fear of trying something new
stands in the way of opportunity.
When I try something new, I
experience an impact on my life
that has been invaluable.

EVERYONE IS LEARNING
I had to stop comparing myself to
everyone around me and focus on
what I want to accomplish. This is
when I realized everyone around
me is doing the same and we can
really help each other out.

UNCERTAINTY IS OPPORTUNITY
Uncertainty motivated me to research and become an adaptable leader. When
I didn't have an answer, seeking knowledge really helped me investigate
outside of the box and end up making confident decisions.

FAILURE ONLY FEELS MESSY
Failure feels messy, but when I take time and rework the problem, it really gives
me some hands on training, fantastic perspective and an opportunity to learn.

BUSINESS AND FINANCE
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INSIGHT

"I WANT TO BE
PROUD OF MY JOB."
AN EXCERPT BY T. FRIEDRICK

Taking pride in my work is tremendously important to

Improve everyday, improving something you have

me in my role as a professional. I look at work as a

always wanted to be better at, makes and creates

chance to lead, learn, and achieve. My job has my name

value. I always have something I am improving on

on it, it’s important that I am proud to take ownership

and developing new skills to use everyday. It

of the integrity and effort I put into the success of my

stretches my brain and keeps me alert. Every step

role in a company.

forward is closer to my goal, even if there are
setbacks. I am actively connected to the things I

When you are motivated and believe in what you are

want to learn in my life. Working toward those goals

doing, you contribute to the long-term success for the

keeps my life motivated.

company and a sense of pride and happiness for
yourself. I am an important part of achieving that, and

Direction and drive helps alleviate procrastination.

it starts with the decision to value my position.

Drive and direction are a fun balancing act we all
understand. As an individual this can feel so

Participating actively is an important part of taking

frustrating, I believe drive and direction just need

pride in a job. I believe every role is important from the

some balance. Some of the best teams I have

excitement of launching a product to the everyday

managed are comprised of individuals with opposing

details. I actively chose to take various jobs, learned

talents, one with the enthusiastic drive to say, “Let’s

in every position, and continue to learn who I am as a

try it!” and another one who understands the general

leader.

active

direction to get started. As a leader recognizing and

participation and progresses discerning companies to

pairing drive and direction will do wonders for your

new levels.

company's culture.

Reputation matters. Ownership of what you do and

Embrace what makes you unique. No matter your

bring contributes to your reputation.

I built my

position at a company, you are a vital link to the

reputation as someone who brings positive energy, is

chain. I give importance to the details of my job and

organized, knowledgeable, invested in listening and

put my own unique personality behind it. I recognize

bringing positive honest solutions to help the growth of

my part in the larger picture and I’m proud of that. I

an organization. I embrace an organization's history,

like being proud of my work, and embracing what I

culture, and vision of the future, to continue building

know I bring to the table.

Pride

my reputation.

taken

in

a

job

generates
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tmfriedrick@gmail.com
cell:
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818-253-1391
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